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Washed-up Hollywood star Jefferson Steel is deceived by his agent into playing King Lear in an amateur community 
production in a small English town. Expecting a suite at a fancy hotel, the actor finds himself lodging in a bed and 
breakfast. Steel's arrogance and pretensions barely allow him to conform to such indignities as rehearsing Shakespeare 
in a barn. But, among the enthusiastic locals, he slowly comes to rethink some of his assumptions and look at life in a 
whole new way. 
Critics have written: 
"Terrific comedy packed with killer comic dialogue... plenty of twists and turns." - What’s On Stage 
"Deliciously stuffed with Shakespeare... a laugh-a-minute." - Mail on Sunday 
 
Period: The Present          
Set: Main stage - A barn in a sleepy Suffolk village including a stage, Sides -  the local B&B. 
Props: Theatre dressing for barn, Mobility Scooter, tools including nail gun, inhaler, wheelchair, bed and 
furniture for B&B  
Costumes: Present day      
Lighting: General indoor lighting in barn and B&B with a few cues plus stage lighting for King Lear at end of play 
and flashing for journalists     
Sound: Opening and closing music, rain, nail gun, mobile phone  
  
CHARACTERS AND AUDITION PAGES  
   
Character                                                                          Page numbers     

JEFFERSON STEELE – (50+) A fading Hollywood star 
who is arrogant, insecure, brash, gauche, demanding, 
vulnerable and ultimately aware of his own absurdity. 
Accent: American 

Pgs 8 – 11  
“We’ve got a problem …” to “I don’t give a fuck …” 
 
Pg 84  “Charlie …” to end of Lear speech 

DOROTHY NETTLE – (40+) Director of the Stratford 
Players and the moving force behind keeping the theatre 
alive. Her sweet and accommodating manner conceals her 
inner steel. 
Accent: Regional/Southern 

Pgs 16 – 19 
“Good morning, Mr Steel” to “We are here” 
 
Pg 95 Fool speech 

JESSICA STEELE – (18-22) Jefferson's teenage daughter, 
who has been neglected by her Hollywood star father and 
now wants to make him pay for it.  
Accent: American 

Pgs 40 – 43 
“Good my lord …” to “I am my father’s daughter …” 

NIGEL DEWBURY – (40+) Solicitor and leading light of the 
Stratford Players. Pompous, stuck-up and self-regarding, 
he believes he is the star of the show, and should play all 
the leading roles. He also fancies his romantic chances 
with Dorothy. 
Accent: Southern/RP 

Pgs 30 – 31 
“Dorothy – may I have a word?” to “The Gods reward your 
kindness” 
 
Pg 95 Kent dialogue 

MARY PLUNKETT – (30+) Owner of the Rectory bed and 
breakfast. Jolly, generous and an unashamedly adoring 
Jefferson Steele fan -- although somewhat confused about 
which roles he played in his films, and how keen he is on 
her.  
Accent: Regional/Southern 

Pgs 14 – 16 
“Good morning, Mr Steel” to “Really?” 
 
Pg 67 Goneril dialogue 

DENIS DOBBINS – (30+) Handyman and village Mr. Fixit. 
Avuncular though slightly dull, Denis is star-struck by 
Jefferson and fancies heading up his entourage of one 
Accent: Regional/Southern 

Pg 19 
“Morning Dorothy …” to “Now just checking …” 
 
Pg 94 Gloucester speech 

LAUREN BELL – (30s) Marketing executive, former 
physiotherapist and the sponsor's wife. Passionate about 
the arts and smarter than her husband allows her to be, 
she's treated as a bimbo because of her looks. 
Accent: Regional/Southern 

Pgs 56 – 58 
Full scene 
 
Pg 94 Goneril speech 
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